Merkur Gaming’s innovations
at G2E, #4664
More than just a game!
Espelkamp/Las Vegas. Merkur Gaming, a member of the German
Gauselmann Group, will showcase its hottest gaming solutions
on booth #4664 at this year’s G2E in Las Vegas, 4-6 October.
“Following on from our successful debut in Las Vegas 2010, we
will display a wide range of innovations for the South
American and Latin American markets as well as for the
international casino market. We are very excited about the
show and the possibility to convince visitors once again with
the proven German quality”, comments Uwe Horn, Managing
Director at Merkur Gaming.
G2E visitors will in particular get to know two advanced
multi-game lines, “Casinoline” and “Games Unlimited”, offering
maximum diversity for the international casino market,
traditionally characterised by single games. Winning
combination of classic and modern game systems with thrilling
features and brilliant graphics lets nothing to be desired.
All games packages will be available in the novel casino
cabinet WB5 and the famous Slant Top cabinet, which has
already won over the G2E guests last year due to its ergonomic
and highly attractive design ‘made in Germany’.
“This year we will introduce our eye-catching jackpot systems
and we are sure the G2E visitors will be delighted by the
results of our work”, adds Uwe Horn.
By demonstrating solutions for the VLT market Merkur Gaming
will also introduce its well-founded know-how for this special
gaming industry segment. Success of the VLT products is
guaranteed by the modern adp Gauselmann technology and
Merkur’s fantastic games.

As a matter of course the technical masterpiece, Merkur
Dispenser 100, must not be missing in Las Vegas. This unique
product for the advanced cash-handling meets the increased
requirements of the dynamic game systems and the modern
operating industry and has been already successfully
implemented in the European markets.
Another affiliated company of the Gauselmann Group, HESS Cash
Systems, will join Merkur Gaming in Las Vegas this year as
well. The latest products of the “Scorpion” product range, a
kiosk for ticket redemption and a compact solution for
smartcard transaction, will be presented on Merkur Gaming’s
booth.

